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E-Fire, the electric Spitfire 
Di Paul Martin 

This is a revised version of an article I wrote for my local Toronto Triumph Club magazine, 

“Ragtop”, in 2015.  

 

The E–Fire at its best. 

I bought my 1975 Spitfire 1500 in 1988. I was young, foolish, and wanted a car which would give 

me an opportunity to learn some skills from my father, a retired diesel mechanic and jack of all 

trades. When I saw those fenders come up with the hood, and the engine sitting there on the 

frame, I was sold! Not having to work in a cramped engine bay was a major selling point – if only 

I’d known just how much work that engine would take! I eventually replaced the Leyland engine 

and transmission with a 2.2L Toyota Celica 20R with a W50 five speed. It never really fit, giving the 

car an unattractive grin – but it certainly made the car a lot more fun! 

The last validation sticker I had on the license plate was from 1996 – not coincidentally, the year I 

started my dreaded 122 km/day commute and moved in with the girl who didn’t like the car… but 

it wasn’t going to the junkyard quite yet, despite my wife’s pestering. I thought I’d get back to it 
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someday and then when our son came along it naturally turned into a future project that the two 

of us would do together. But what would power it? 

By the time my son Jacob was 11 and mature enough to be helpful, I started looking seriously into 

electric drivetrain technology. With a Prius and a Prius C as our two daily drivers, I was already 

fascinated by how seamlessly and reliably all the hybrid stuff in those cars “just works” – the driver 

is unaware of it and yet it dramatically improves both torque and fuel economy as well as greatly 

extending the life of the braking system. Regrettably, though, years of storage in a leaky garage 

and three years under a tarp during a major renovation of the house had turned the Spitfire into a 

Fred Flintstone car. 

 

Before any conversion work was possible, a lot of rust repair was required! 

I stumbled across www.diyelectriccar.com and found a whole community of people passionate 

about converting cars to electric drive. Many Spitfires, TR6s and other classics had already been 

converted. I also came across Canadian Electric Vehicles, a company on Vancouver Island who sells 

conversion parts as well as building fully electric low–speed utility vehicles, along with a helping 

hand to get the projects going. I started putting a parts list together. 
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I also started doing a little research into the history of electric cars. Apparently, electric cars out–

numbered engine–driven cars until about 1912, which not coincidentally is the year after the 

electric starter was invented. Until about 1900, electrics were also the fastest vehicles on the road.  

 

Left: Belgian Emile Jenatzy with his electric speed record winner, "La Jamaise Contente" – 66 miles per hour in 1890. Right: The 

Studebaker Electric 

Compared with the horse – 175,000 of them in New York City alone at the turn of the last century, 

emitting some 1500 tons per day of “effluent” along with the flies and rats they attracted – cars 

were an environmental godsend. But once the electric starter was invented, ladies and gentlemen 

no longer needed a chauffeur – and the enormous energy density of gasoline won the day. Every 

general store became a gas station and the electric car faded into history. 

So, what changed between now and then? Three things: batteries, air pollution and global 

warming.  

The nickel–metal hydride battery was a good start, but when the lithium–ion battery became 

popular in portable electronics and power tools in the 1990s vehicle applications were a natural 

follow–on. The batteries are extremely efficient, giving back about 90% of the energy they are fed 

from the power mains. Their practical energy density is almost ten times as great per unit weight 

as the lead–acid battery – and they can last through thousands of charge/discharge cycles if 

managed properly.  
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Jacob wiring the front battery pack– 22 LiFePO4 180Ah batteries. 
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The problem with the gasoline engine car wasn’t the car itself. Rather, it was the same problem 

encountered by our previous transportation technology, the horse. Horses are great in a rural 

setting – you can grow their food, and their manure fertilizes the land. But in cities, mass use 

made the horse an environmental disaster. So too with the internal combustion engine: a few of 

Rudolph Diesel’s tractors running on peanut oil were one thing and tens of millions of cars with 

one person each in them were quite another. Emission controls got rid of most, but not all, of the 

toxic tailpipe emissions (while also adding complexity and cost and eating horsepower) but when 

we discovered that CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere had nearly doubled as a result of our 

fossil fuel consumption with no end in sight, the world’s climate scientists started sounding the 

alarm bells. According to the people who have the training to have an opinion worth considering 

as truly informed on this topic, there is a risk of severe consequences to the earth’s climate if we 

don’t do something about fossil fuel emissions to the atmosphere. Nobody knows the exact 

extent, but the overwhelming majority suggest that the outcome isn’t good. And with billions in 

India, China, Brazil, Indonesia and elsewhere aspiring to the same mobility and freedom we in the 

developed world have enjoyed for the past sixty or seventy years, getting a handle on our 

transportation uses of fossil fuels has to be a high priority. 

 

Parts of the frame/chassis were rusty enough to need reinforcement. 
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The gasoline engine is a marvelous machine. It used a fuel that was originally a worthless 

byproduct of kerosene manufacture – a fuel which could be mined rather than needing to be 

grown. The fuel has an energy density of some 2,400 Wh/kg at a gasoline engine’s average 25% 

thermodynamic efficiency. That’s still ten times better than the best battery technology available 

today, in the form of a liquid you can just pour into a tank. But, regrettably, that still means that 

from the crude oil well to the engine shaft only about 20.5% of the energy taken from the ground 

ends up as useful work. The rest is waste heat, dumped out via the radiator to later cook you 

through every hole in your Spitfire’s firewall! (details here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/so-

exactly-how-much-electricity-does-take-produce-gallon-paul-martin/) 

In comparison, an electric vehicle drivetrain consists of only a few parts: a charger, the batteries, 

an electronic motor controller and an electric motor. With 6% losses from the electrical grid 

figured in, and all losses considered, that’s about 75% efficiency from power plant to motor shaft 

without trying too hard. Even when the source of electricity is a fossil fuel burned in a modern 

combined–cycle power plant, there is a net energy efficiency benefit to using an electric 

drivetrain. When you consider that Ontario’s electrical grid is 0% coal and only 8% natural gas–

fueled on average, the balance coming from nuclear and renewables such as hydro power, the 

electric vehicle’s efficiency in greenhouse gas emissions terms is rivalled only by electrified public 

mass transit.  

Another benefit of the electric drivetrain is the opportunity for regenerative braking, which can 

save 10–15% of the energy fed to a car which is normally wasted as heat by the braking system. It 

does this with zero wear to the braking system so less frequent brake replacement is another 

benefit. 

So after much study, we settled on an AC electric drivetrain for the Spitfire:  

 A High Performance Electric Vehicle Systems (HPEVS) AC–50 3–phase vehicle induction 

motor, capable of about 120 ft–lbs of torque from 0–3500 rpm and a peak power of about 

77 horsepower. 

 A Curtis 1238 AC inverter motor controller capable of 650 A DC forward current and 200 A 

of regenerative braking. 

 A series string of 32 Sinopoly 3.2 V 180 amp–hour lithium iron phosphate batteries, capable 

of storing about 18.5 kWh of electricity at a nominal 105 volts DC. The batteries should last 

about 3,000 charge–discharge cycles if kept below 70% depth of discharge and not over–

charged. 

 An ElCon PFC 2500 watt battery charger. 

 A MiniBMS battery management system, which uses a small alarm board on each battery 

to detect low and high voltage. A high voltage on any cell stops the charger, and a low 

voltage sounds an alarm to alert the driver. 
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A few additional parts were required too: 

 A master contactor, to turn main power on and off to the controller. 

 An emergency disconnect which can be operated by a pull cable from the dashboard. 

 A 35A isolated DC/DC converter, using the main battery pack to charge a small lawn tractor 

12V battery which operates the car’s normal 12V systems for lighting, horn, radio etc. 

 A few relays for useful interlocks, including one that prevents you from driving away with 

the car plugged in for charging. 

 An inertial switch, which cuts power to the motor when the car is in a collision. 

 An ammeter with shunt– this is the main gauge used when driving the car. 

 An intelligent amp–hour meter, which is the vehicle’s “fuel gauge”. 

 Some 2/0 gauge wire, and a 500 A DC rated fuse. 

 A “pot box” – a potentiometer which is pulled by the throttle cable and feeds throttle 

commands to the controller. 

 A windshield defog heater/blower which runs off the main battery pack. This is a 

mandatory requirement to pass a safety inspection in Ontario. 

The conversion parts were costly – about $15,000 CDN all told – but about $8,000 of that was just 

for the batteries. If we had the project to do over again, a battery pack from a wrecked Chevy Volt 

or part of a Nissan Leaf pack would have been a much more economical choice. But if you’re 

thinking about an electric conversion just to save money on fuel, think again – gasoline is still too 

cheap to make that a viable proposition. 

We chose to keep the transmission and the clutch. While clutch–less conversions can be done 

easily enough, they require a switch to defeat regenerative braking while using the transmission’s 

synchromesh to change gears (easily done on the Curtis controller). A transmission–less 

conversion, while possible, is generally a bad idea as it requires you to either give up on “off the 

line” performance or top speed – you can’t have it all without a very high speed motor. With the 

transmission, you get both – and the only time you use the clutch is to switch gears. From a stop, 

you merely step on the accelerator and go – in 1st, 2nd or even in 3rd gear, rather like a golf cart. 

There is no need to “burn” the clutch at every start, so it should last forever. 
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The AC–50 motor (blue/silver) bolted to the CanEV transmission mounting plate (red). 

Canadian Electric Vehicles had a transmission mounting plate and hub to fit my Toyota W50 

transmission and the AC–50 motor, ensuring a clean and easy installation without worries about 

misalignment. Installing the motor took about half an hour from start to finish. Building these from 

scratch would take considerable effort, but many converters do this to save money. 

We have 22 batteries mounted in a box ahead of the motor and another ten in a box located 

where the gas tank was, with 2/0 cables connecting the two packs. That left me with my entire 

trunk, and took no room from the passenger compartment. The motor, hub and plate (130 lbs) 

and front batteries (280 lbs) weigh only modestly more than the original 1493 cc engine did with 

radiator, alternator, manifolds, fluids and exhaust etc., and the rear pack tips in at about 30 

pounds heavier than the original tank full of gasoline. Although the battery pack puts the weight 

somewhat forward of the front wheels when compared to the original car, the overall weight and 

front–rear weight split is fairly similar. Aside from renewing 40 years old shocks and springs, no 

suspension modifications were required. 

We started the project in the spring of 2014, removing the engine, exhaust, fuel system etc., and 

then taking the body bucket off the frame. My 12 years old son was right there with me, learning 

skills and, by the end of the project, contributing some really helpful work too. By the fall, we had 
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repaired the structurally important rust damage, installed some Miata seats, had the electric 

drivetrain installed and the car re–wired and were ready for a test drive for proof of concept.  

My first drive of the electrified car – my first drive of the car since 1996 – was, dare I say it – 

electrifying! All that torque available at zero RPM is intoxicating – especially without the exhaust 

noise or backwash (see https://youtu.be/KkOyihRqsJ4).   

It exceeds the performance of the original Spitfire, still handles like it was on rails, and is an 

absolute joy to drive! I spent October running the car in little loops around our neighborhood, 

shaking the bugs out, before spending the winter on the long and painful process of bodywork and 

painting. I decided to change the colour from the original pimento to topaz orange to make the car 

harder to miss on the road, as I intended to drive the car to work and back on nice days. My 

amateur “orange peel” finish goes perfectly with the colour! This is the first, and hopefully the last, 

car I will ever paint myself! 

 

The body, painted – after much suffering… 
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I’ve had both electricians and electrical engineers review my electrical work and have received 

nothing but compliments. The car passed mechanical safety inspection with only a few minor 

issues and was legally on the road in the spring.  

 

The E-Fire under the hood. 

Next to bodywork, finding insurance was the most challenging aspect of the project. That 

obviously varies by country and state/region. The irony is, the car is far safer now than it was out 

of the factory: there is no longer 80 pounds of gasoline separated from the driver and passenger 

by a 1/8” thick piece of vinyl–covered pressboard, in a tank with a flip–top lid – and the car has a 

fully redundant braking system which can stop the car even after a total failure of the hydraulic 

brakes. Similarly, regulations related to modification of OEM vehicles vary by country and region. 

In Ontario, any car which passes a safety inspection and which is insured for liability is legal to 

drive on Ontario roads. 
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The dash and re–wiring in progress– a wooden dash not only gives a lovely look, it makes re–building a lot easier. The white gauge 

nestled between the speedo and tach is the ammeter, which measures battery current both forward (during driving) and reverse. 

The “Triumph E–Fire” as we call it, has been a surprisingly reliable and enjoyable ride. It has a 

comfortable highway range of about 100 km on a charge. It recharges from my 61 km commute in 

about 6.5 hours from a normal 120V wall socket – or in half that time from a 240 V electric 

charging station. We did need to replace the original differential after a failure (hopefully taking 

the last of the Leyland evil spirits with it!) but I had a spare on hand which seems to be doing fine. 

So far we have about 14 000 fossil–free miles on the car, saving about 4,900 kg of CO2 emissions 

to the atmosphere so far. The car emits 3% of the CO2 that it did pre–conversion and is about 79% 

more energy efficient as well. Surprisingly, it emits about 6% of the CO2 emitted by my Prius C 

hybrid which gets an impressive 4.5 L/100 km fuel economy.  

If you have a great car with a terrible engine, or one you can’t get parts for, an electric conversion 

may be worth considering. It does take some mechanical and electrical skill, but there’s plenty of 

help available to make the project a success. It’s a way to breathe the spark of life back into a 

classic car, while making an environmental statement as well.  


